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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRPERSON, CHERRY BEAVER
Welcome to the last newsletter for 2020, and what a year it has been! Actually, the
Trust’s work carried on with only a small amount of disruption during the MarchMay lock down. The annual autumn 5-minute bird counts, one round of stoat
trapping and two rounds of rat trapping were missed, but total pests caught were
comparable to previous years. Many thanks to our six contract trappers; Kelly, Max,
Jake, Christina, Rigel and Asher, who are featured later in this newsletter. Thanks
also to our volunteers who do all sorts of work to keep the Trust functioning. 49
volunteers put in an estimated 3,872 hours during the year to 31 July 2020.
The sixth annual Puketi Kauri Challenge was held on 1st February, a very hot
summer’s day, and was enjoyed by 134 walkers. With the current uncertainty and
the large amount of work involved in organising and preparing, we have decided
not to run the event in 2021, but after a rest should be keen to go again in 2022.
Annual kiwi listening was undertaken as usual during May-June with 14 volunteers
spending 2 hours at specific sites on various nights, listening and recording data.
Acoustic recorders were also used at some sites. This provides a valuable indication
of trends in the kiwi population. Kiwi numbers have held their own but do not
appear to be increasing as we would like. To gather information to improve support
for kiwi, Lesley Baigent from Kiwi Coast and her kiwi dog have been in Puketi
recently finding nests and putting cameras near them to record activity. Chicks have
fledged successfully from two monitored nests. More details in this newsletter. The
trustees are working on a proposal and wildlife permit application for further
monitoring using tracking transmitters on a sample of kiwi.
A thorough survey of kokako was completed in June, and hopefully the kokako are
busy breeding at the moment. We are not disturbing them at this important time,
but have put in place extra trapping rounds so that traps are serviced every two
weeks around their territories during spring and summer. We are also replenishing
the pindone in bait stations around the edge of their territories until the end of
January to control any re-invasion of rats while the kokako are nesting.
Thank you to our funders; Foundation North, Kiwis for kiwi, DOC Community Fund,
Northland Regional Council, Kerikeri Shade House Volunteers, Rotary Club of
Kerikeri and the Ron and Edna Greenwood Environmental Trust, and to Baz Reiher,
helicopter pilot who flies the annual supply of traps, bait and essentials up to the
plateau hut. Thank you also to Bronwyn Bauer-Hunt and all her staff in the DOC
Kerikeri office, who are very supportive of the Trust’s work.
And of course, a big thank you to all the Trust members who have donated over
the year. Your support is making it possible to care for this special forest.
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Wishing everyone a very happy Christmas and a much brighter 2021.
SPECIAL THANKS To the following organisations who have made significant donations or contributions in kind
since the last newsletter:
DOC Community Fund

Northland Regional Council

Kiwis for kiwi

DOC Bay of Islands Office

Lesley Baigent and Kiwi Coast

Baz Reiher

Haigh Workman Ltd

Ron and Edna Greenwood
Environmental Trust
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2020 AGM REPORT
The Trust’s AGM was held on 28th November. As usual, the meeting was brief and simple. The existing trustees were
re-confirmed with the sad exception of Wiremu, who we lost early in the year. Aggie Wheoki was unable to attend
the meeting because of a bereavement but we will shortly welcome her as the new trustee and Piki te Aroha Marae
representative. So the Board of Trustees is now Cherry Beaver (chairperson), Tricia Hodgson (secretary), John Dawn
(treasurer), Jo Baguley, Gary Bramley (F & B rep), Toby Ricketts, Aggie Wheoki (Piki te Aroha rep), and Ian Wilson.
John Dawn presented a draft financial report to the meeting because the final accounts were still being audited. The
audited performance report has now been received and posted on the Charities Services website. You can see it at
www.charities.govt.nz. Search the register for “Puketi Forest Trust”.
The AGM was followed by a most interesting talk from Dr Jack Armstrong, entomologist of Kerikeri and previously in
a long career with the US Department of Agriculture working to keep out destructive insects and keep the trade of
agricultural and forest products flowing safely.

KIWI CHICKS RECORDED IN PUKETI
To find out more about the breeding success of
kiwi in Puketi and whether anything is disturbing
their nesting, Lesley Baigent and her specialist kiwi
dog Tohu have been in Puketi again this winter,
looking for nests to monitor. Kiwi hide during the
day to sleep in holes or under dense vegetation. If
they are breeding, the male will have prepared a
nest in his hole, and will be incubating any eggs his
mate has laid. Tohu finds kiwi by their scent and
indicates their location silently. Lesley then
assesses the hiding place with minimum
disturbance – is it a nest or just a day roost? If it
could be a nest, Lesley sets up a trail camera
outside to watch the entrance. The camera is
triggered by a motion sensor, and takes colour
photo or video during the day and black and white
with an ‘invisible’ infra-red flash at night. After a week to ten days, the batteries and SD card are replaced and the
card is checked to see what has been recorded. If a male is seen returning every night after foraging, it’s fairly certain
that he is incubating an egg. Lesley successfully monitored two nests and obtained video of the chicks emerging.
Tricia Hodgson has compiled and edited a selection of videos from one nest into a short movie of the chick venturing
into the world outside. You can watch it here: https://youtu.be/4cASxg34ghk
The cameras on these two nests also recorded two rats, two goats, a pig and a possum, none of which disturbed the
nest, although the possum peeked into the entrance. It is encouraging that no stoats, dogs or other predators were
recorded and both chicks successfully fledged from the nest. We hope they survive the next six months and stay in
the area to join the local kiwi population. Lesley works part time as Far North coordinator for Kiwi Coast. Her time in
Puketi was sponsored by Kiwi Coast, who also lent the cameras.

TRAPPING UPDATE
There is a lot of talk about new technology providing a silver bullet to achieve predator free New Zealand. But as
previous Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment Dr Jan Wright said in her penultimate report, there is no
point building the high-tech hospital if your patient dies in the meantime. We need to maximise the effectiveness of
current solutions to reduce the impact of predators so that when new technologies are available there is still
something to save. Prior to formation of the Trust, biodiversity in Puketi Forest was steadily declining due to predation
and browsing. A diversity of control methods is required because none are completely effective alone over the long
term. Trapping is the primary method used in Puketi and the Trust is very grateful to all our supporters who have
contributed to the trapping program. Puketi is a much healthier forest now than it was in 2003. Those who carry out
the trapping are often overlooked and don’t get the recognition they deserve.
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Volunteer Trappers
The Trust has 6,140 traps spread along 200 kilometres of trap lines covering 5,600 hectares. Much of this area is steep
and requires a level of fitness and bush skills greater than those of most volunteers, and indeed some contractors.
Several of the easier lines are serviced by volunteers. During the past year, 21 volunteers have regularly serviced 570
traps. As the table shows, they removed 1,506 pests from the forest. If we had more volunteers, we could do another
line or two, so if you are reasonably fit and would like to help with this important work please contact us.
Predators Trapped by Volunteers - October 2019-September 2020
Trap Line
P1

Stoats

Cats

Weasels

1

Rats

Possums

14

39*

P2
S10

Mice

10

1

18*
9

2

T7
T8

4

Puketi Scenic Reserve

6

3

Farmland

2

16

1

Puketi Headquarters
Total

Hedgehogs

18

25

1

106

4

90

26

97

240

55

99

16

36

104
482

3
3

198

254

1

48

716

14

250

*The real number could be twice this, as possums are often completely removed from the traps by pigs.

In recent months, several volunteers have made contributions that deserve special mention.

Jill Mortensen
In September 2010 Jill began servicing 29 rat traps and 14
possum traps on trap-line T8 installed by the Trust just
over the boundary fence of her property beside Puketi
Forest. Since then, she has added three different types
of cat trap, two stoat traps and a pig trap (baited with the
possums she catches) as well as three more rat traps on
her side of the fence. Jill checks the traps every day, rain,
hail or shine, and if she is late home will check them by
torch light. Over the past ten years Jill has walked more
than 10,000 kilometres and trapped 1,714 possums, 835
rats, 2,439 mice, 76 pigs, about 50 feral cats and a
significant number of stoats and weasels. An outstanding
effort that has been hugely beneficial to the health and
wellbeing of the forest and its inhabitants. Possum
palatable plants such as kohekohe and titoki have sprung
up and the bird song is constant. Every autumn scores of
tui come to feed on the totara berries, and three pairs of
kiwi have established territories along the line. Grey
warblers fight for space and one year five pairs were observed each feeding a young shining cuckoo. Tomtits are now
a common sight.
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Chris and Tom Frentz
Two years ago, Chris and Tom Frentz (from Nelson) ventured up to the
plateau where they audited the trappers, put out tracking cards to monitor
rats and filled pindone bait stations. In October this year they were back
to spend 10 days servicing rat and possum traps as well as checking and
topping up bait stations. They worked hard and made good progress which
meant Tom was able to spend half a day on the end of a slasher cutting
back regrowth around the helipad. Chris tidied up the storage shed, made
an inventory of the contents and repaired 40 traps ready to be used as
replacements in the future. As well as being hard working, Chris and Tom
are very knowledgeable, observant and in tune with nature. Their photos
show some of the beauty of Puketi (see page 9).

Trapping Contractors
Puketi is tough country. We have learnt that it’s important to get prospective contractors to do a line before they sign
the contract. One applicant, who had recently retired from the army and considered himself super fit and good at
following a map, withdrew his application after a trial run took him over twice as long as it should have. We have also
found that some people can’t handle being on their own. One trapper passed the fitness test but pulled the plug after
one night alone in the hut - he had five more nights to go. As well as being super fit and having the skills to find their
way along the lines, trappers need to have a determination to catch the predators they are after and to think like their
quarry. It is even better if they have a passion for the natural environment as well. Over the years we have had many
good trapping contractors. Our current team is one of the best ever.

Rigel Cotman
Rigel services the traps in Area 1, often referred to as the Plateau. (1,310
rat traps, 396 possum traps). This is the highest part of Puketi and is
where the kokako have set up their territories. A number of plants thrive
at this higher altitude that are seldom encountered elsewhere. Servicing
these traps means staying overnight in the rangers’ hut built by DOC to
support kokako work and pest control.
Rigel has all the qualities we look for in a trapper. Before working for the
Trust he did pest control as a volunteer near where he lives. Rigel is very
protective of the native flora and fauna that depend on him and keeps
possums and rat numbers extremely low. In a recent report Rigel says “I
was surprised to see a possum browsing on the helipad one night. I
chased it, shook it out of a sapling and grabbed it as it ran up another.
So, one more for the tally.”
The rat traps we use have been approved as humane but occasionally a
rat is not killed instantly. On one such occasion Rigel relates how he
found a rat that was still alive when he pulled the trap put of its box. He
had his machete with him, to clear the track as he went, and used it to
kill the rat. “I killed the rat and sensed a movement. And there was a
robin sitting on the trap-box. It looked at me and tweeted, ‘Thank you very much. It was either the rat or me.’”
In this photo, Rigel is holding a young pigeon he found on the ground. As it was too young to have fledged, he carried
it out and took it to the Bird Rescue Centre where it was looked after and made good progress.
He is frustrated when pigs disturb his traps and has had success setting the pig trap that the Trust installed on the
plateau a few years ago when pigs started opening rat trap boxes.
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Jake Sumner
Jake services the traps in Area 2. (863 rat traps, 397 possum traps, 11
stoat traps). This area contains the whole of the Te Tawa catchment
and has the most demanding terrain. The catchment contains many
quite different habitats some of which are sought after by the robins.
The diversity of flora in this area includes the rare and endangered
Pittosporum virgatum, found on a dry hillside, and the uncommon
carmine rata, Metrosideros carminea, growing beside the Te Tawa
Stream.
Jake was recommended by another contractor, Max, who said Jake had
the fitness to handle Area 2 and the conscientious attitude we desire.
A recent audit of the traps in Area 2 came back with the best result
anyone has achieved, with only one minor fault found in nearly 100
traps checked.

Christina Holvast
Several years ago Christina won the admiration of many people
when she serviced all the traps in the challenging Area 2. She felt
that was too demanding to do every month, but welcomed the
chance to service the traps in Area 3 when that contract came up.
Area 3 (283 rat traps, 118 possum traps, 7 stoat traps) is smaller,
taking 2-3 days to service. It worked in well with Christina’s
accountancy studies and we were worried we would lose her when
she passed her exams and got a full-time job. Fortunately,
Christina has found she “needs to spend time out in the bush to
rejuvenate after spending a week in ‘the cave’”.
On one occasion Christina took her sister Emma with her. Emma
managed to photograph a robin with a large kauri in the
background (see page 9). It’s wonderful to have robins back after
being absent from kauri forests for over 100 years.

Kelly Coogan
Kelly services the traps on stoat lines 1-5. (460 stoat traps, 124 cat
traps, 587 possum traps). Initially Kelly worked for his brother and
took over the contract in April 2018. Several of his lines are an hour
into the forest and they all involve walking up to the plateau which
makes them very demanding. Despite living an hour north of Puketi,
Kelly always arrives to pick up the bait in the dark and is on his way
at first light. This gives him time to service and maintain his traps to
a high standard. Over the past two years Kelly’s diligent work has
resulted in the removal of 134 stoats, 23 cats, 1,398 rats and 1,181
possums. On more than one occasion people walking the Te Araroa
Trail have commented that they hardly saw a bird until they crossed
the Waipapa River and entered Puketi, travelling along one of the
lines that Kelly services. One couple who camped on the line
(discouraged now due to the risk of kauri dieback being spread on
tent poles and other camping equipment) reported hearing
moreporks and kiwi calling all night and they had a great dawn
chorus. The sort of feedback that we like to get.
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Asher Wallace
Asher has recently taken over stoat line 6. (162 stoat traps, 37 cat traps,
141 possum traps). Previously Line 6 has been serviced in a day, but at
15 kilometres long it is difficult to service in one day but not very
profitable if done over two. Asher is a perfectionist and after he did it
the first time, which took two days, Asher said he couldn’t service the
traps to his standard in a day and would do it over two days, even though
it meant coming out twice. A good attitude.
To keep rats and possums extra low during the kokako breeding season
Asher has also taken on a short-term contract to service traps on the
plateau between Rigel’s checks, which means they will be serviced every
two weeks for the next four months. He was introduced to the plateau
in October, when he serviced the traps on the perimeter line R2. He was
stunned by the beauty of the plateau and sent us a selection of photos
that reveal his enthusiasm and passion for the natural world (page 9).

Max Simich
Max currently services the traps on stoat lines 7-9. (310 stoat traps, 78
cat traps, 598 possum traps). In the past he has serviced the rat traps in
Areas 2 and 3 and has done quite a lot of trap-line maintenance for the
Trust. Max has many talents and is a born hunter with a burning desire
to rid the forest of the pests that were destroying it. Hence his traps are
well maintained and serviced, and the number of cats caught on his lines
has gone up markedly since he took them over. He has been very
generous with the amount of extra track cutting he has done at no cost
to the Trust. Max has a team of exceptionally good pig dogs and often
goes out in his own time to hunt pigs that are interfering with his traps.

STOAT DOG SURVEY IN PUKETI
Stoats are highly skilled hunters and have a devastating effect on native wildlife that has not evolved to evade
mammalian predators. It has been estimated that without stoat control, 95% of kiwi chicks are killed by stoats before
they reach 1 kg size at about 6 months age and are large enough to fight off a stoat attack. The Trust has more than
1,000 traps targeting stoats in Puketi and 2,750 stoats have been caught since 2003. But the number that remain is
more important than the number that have been trapped. Stoat populations in the wild are difficult to measure
because they are never as numerous as rats or possums, are very wary, and move fast covering long distances. The
standard method of assessing a wild stoat population uses tracking tunnels, similar to those we use to monitor rats
but baited with rabbit meat instead of peanut butter. Tracking tunnels don’t give a reliable result where stoats are
trapped and the population is low.
With their sensitive sense of smell, dogs have amazing ability to find things of interest to them and can be trained to
focus on a specific species like stoats, rats, kiwi, etc. Specialist conservation dogs provide a valuable service detecting
and finding (but not catching or killing) both pest animals and the native species we want to protect. In November
this year, the trustees engaged Alex Ghaemaghamy and her stoat dog Tussock for a short survey of stoats in Puketi.
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Conservation dogs are coordinated nationally by DOC.
Originally our Puketi survey was to be done by Lois
Clayton from Auckland, but because of an injury, Alex
and Tussock came north from Dunedin for this and
other jobs in the region. Tussock is a long-legged fox
terrier with a seriously professional attitude.
Alex and Tussock spent 3 days in Puketi, covering
almost 50 km of trap lines around the Te Tawa
catchment, on the plateau, and to the north along a
section of the Waipapa River. Tussock indicated stoat
scent at several locations on the central and northern
part of the plateau and found what was almost
certainly a live stoat under tree roots beside the
Waipapa River, though it was not sighted. Together
these indications probably represent two stoats
within the area surveyed. The trustees are relieved
that more were not found. Alex made some
recommendations for fine tuning stoat control that
the trustees will put in place. Two weeks after Alex’s
survey, a stoat was found in a trap on trap-line S3 near
the Waipapa River. It may have been the one that
Tussock indicated.
The trustees plan to repeat the stoat dog survey every
few years to monitor trends in stoat activity.

REPORT FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
November saw bat experts from all around the motu converge on Omahuta to catch and track short tailed bats in the
hope of discovering more roost trees. The work of Cinzia and her team resulted in five more roosts being discovered,
including a significant roost that may be as big as the Terra Madre roost tree found last year. This is good news for
the survival of our threatened sub species, as is the establishment of two traplines in the area aimed at protecting
bats and kiwi from stoats.
Another positive step for protection of the ngahere is the formation of He Puna Korowai Rahui Hei Oranga Taiao.
This roopu seeks to bring together people from all around Puketi Omahuta to work together to develop a strategic
plan for the future health of the forest.
A survey of the King Fern site in Omahuta has been completed which showed a healthy population despite lower
numbers of pups (juvenile plants). Omahuta also saw a Kiwi Aversion training in August which built on the success of
the previous trainings on the Mokau Ridge road. Hunters are generally very receptive to the messages around
preventing the spread of Kauri Dieback and protecting kiwi, and the relationships that have developed are also very
positive.
With the switch to domestic tourism, many people walking the Te Araroa trail are doing it in sections rather than in
one hit, so the seasonal peak in October was not as pronounced and heading into summer there are still good numbers
of walkers coming through Omahuta and Puketi. Staff
recently carried out maintenance on the track and
roading contractors are currently at work on Pirau Rd.
The goat control contractors began work in December.
We have a new staff member in Maddy Jopling, our
River Restoration Ranger. Maddy will be splitting her
time between the Pewhairangi office in Kerikeri and
the Te Hiku office in Kaitaia, with her focus in this rohe
being on the Waihou River catchment which
encompasses the bulk of Puketi Omahuta.
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NORTHLAND REGIONAL COUNCIL’S MID-NORTH HIGH VALUE AREA BENEFITS PUKETI
If you have lived in the Northland Region for a while, you might recall that some years ago, when the Northland
Regional Council was preparing its 2018-2028 long term plan, rate payers were polled on the amount of targeted rates
they were prepared to pay in order to fund pest control on private land in the region. The proposed targeted rate
was adopted and the money raised goes to support biodiversity management in a number of “High Value Areas”
(HVAs) across Northland. HVAs are particular locations that have recognised high biodiversity values combined with
a strong community interest in pest control.
Puketi Forest is on the northwestern boundary of the Mid-North HVA, which covers around 40,000ha and is located
within the Bay of Islands, southern Whangaroa and Kaikohe/Hokianga and has a budget of around $200,000 per
annum. The ecological values the Mid North HVA seeks to protect include concentrations of kūkupa (native pigeon),
Northland brown kiwi, coastal shrublands and threatened species such as pāteke (brown teal), pupurangi (kauri snail),
North Island weka, kakariki (native parakeet), and some threatened shore bird species. The main animal pests are
possums, stoats, rats, wild cats, ferrets and pigs. Some weed species are also threats to the biodiversity of the Mid
North HVA.
Each HVA has a “Working Group” which comprises landowners, members from the local community and
representatives from local conservation groups, iwi and agencies. Puketi Forest Trust is represented on the Mid North
HVA by Gary Bramley, who chairs the group meetings. The working group is charged with developing Terms of
Reference and a Project Plan for the HVA and helping to ensure NRC funding is prioritized and allocated to appropriate
pest and weed control activities within the HVA in accordance with the pest management plan. Reconnecting
populations of native species from the islands in the Bay of Islands (part of Project Island Song) with Puketi Forest
(and vice versa) is a long-term vision of the Mid North HVA strategic plan.
The HVA is funded via rates, so the money is not eligible to be spent on public conservation land administered by the
Department of Conservation (which the Puketi Management Area is), but Puketi benefits from the HVA in two main
ways. One is that the pest control in the Kerikeri/Bay of Islands area provides a buffer to the Trust’s pest control,
reducing reinvasion and providing somewhere for birds and other animals produced at Puketi to move to when they
first fledge. Secondly, the Trust has received around $7,000 per year to pay for mustelid, feral cat and possum trapping
on the private land adjoining our management area in the forest (on the Magon, Wilson, Mortenson, Knight and Toki
properties). This work is done by the Trust contractors with the support of the landowners.
So thank you to all Northland rate payers, your rates are helping protect biodiversity at Puketi. We encourage
everyone to make this more widely known and also to let your local councilors know that you support the targeted
pest control rate and the work it does with HVAs.
For more information visit https://www.nrc.govt.nz/environment/weed-and-pest-control/biosecurityprogrammes/high-value-areas/mid-north-bay-of-islands/

DONATIONS, CHEQUES AND RECEIPTS
The Trust is well supported by donations from members and supporters. These donations are especially valuable
because as well as helping to pay for protection of the forest and its wildlife, they demonstrate to funding
organisations that the community values the forest highly and has a strong desire to protect and conserve it.
Many of the Trust’s regular supporters send donations every year by posting a cheque, some have done so since the
Trust’s beginning in 2003. Cheques were used for 30% of donations to the Trust in 2019 and 23% in 2020.
Banks in New Zealand will stop handling cheques next year. Already, foreign cheques less than NZ$500 are no longer
accepted and all cheques will cease from June 2021. This will be inconvenient for people who prefer to pay by cheque,
but there are several alternatives: direct credit by internet banking or telephone banking, credit card through the
secure PayPal link on the Trust’s website, credit card using the sponsorship form below, or you can visit a Westpac
branch and transfer or deposit cash to the Trust’s account No 03-0351-0165464-000. Direct credit is best for the Trust
because it incurs no bank fees, but use whichever method is convenient for you, and please send us an email with
details (or use the sponsorship form) so that we know who the donation is from and can send you a receipt.
Receipts are issued for all donations. You will need a receipt to claim a tax rebate. If you have not received a receipt
or have misplaced it and would like a replacement, please contact the treasurer, John Dawn at info@puketi.org.nz
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PHOTOS FROM THE FOREST
Every time you go into Puketi Forest there is something new to see. We always appreciate it when people share their
observations and photos with us. Our trappers and volunteers have brought back some nice photos recently. There
isn’t room to do them justice in the newsletter, but you can see larger versions of them on the website at
puketi.org.nz/gallery. More photos from the forest have been posted on the Trust’s Facebook page.
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PUKETI FOREST TRUST
Sponsorship Form
There are several ways you can donate to support the restoration of Puketi Forest.
Please choose the method most convenient for you.
1. By Direct Credit: Puketi Forest Trust, Account No 03-0351-0165464-000 (Westpac, Kerikeri)
Please advise payment details by email to info@puketi.org.nz or by posting this form to the address below.
2. By Mail: Complete this form and send with a cheque (before June 2021) or credit card details to
The Puketi Forest Trust, PO Box 257, Kaeo 0448, New Zealand.
3. By credit card or PayPal account through the web site: www.puketi.org.nz/donate
(payments are processed through the secure PayPal system).

Name …………………………………………………………………………………………………...……….
Address…………………………………………………………………………………………….…….............
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...….…....
Email: ……………………………………………………………………… Phone:……………..……..………
I would prefer to receive newsletters by email / post (select one).
I wish to:

Sponsor _____ hectares for _____ years

@$50 each

$_______________

Sponsor _____ kilometres of track @ $1000 per km

$_______________

Donate

_____ rat traps @ $10 each

$_______________

Donate

_____ stoat traps @ $20 each

$_______________

Donate

_____ feral cat traps @ $25 each

$_______________

Contribute to the Endowment Fund (minimum of $1000)

$_______________

Total Donation $_______________
Payment method: Cheque (payable to Puketi Forest Trust)

.

or: Credit Card. (Visa, MasterCard, American Express or Discover)
Credit card number: _________/_________/_________/_________ Expiry: ______/_____
Name on card: __________________________________________ Card verification No (CSC): _____________
or: Direct Credit payment date: __________ payer account name: ________________________
If this is a gift for a friend, please enter their details below. Your friend will receive a certificate and Puketi Forest
Trust newsletters. The receipt will be sent to you at the above address.
Name. ……………………………………………………….…………………..…….…………………….…….
Address. …………………………………………………………………………...………………………………
……………………………………………………………………..…………………………………….
Message to appear on their certificate: …………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………..
Puketi Forest Trust is a registered charity. Your donation will qualify for a tax credit.

Thank you for your support
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